4th Annual Student Sustainability Summit
Friday, April 10, 2015
Joliet Junior College
“J” Building, Old Café, Lower Level
1215 Houbolt Road, Joliet, IL 60432
8:30 am – 3:00 pm

Keynote Speaker – Steve Buchtel, Executive Director, Trails for Illinois
“Steve’s infectious energy makes everyone he approaches want to join in his cause. He leads by example, inspiring those on his team to operate with the same high level of integrity and enthusiasm that he effortlessly demonstrates.”

How can I get engaged? - Recent graduates will discuss their career trajectory in sustainability and explore how they launched their careers.

How can I find opportunities? – Meet one-on-one with sustainability professionals who will introduce you to volunteer opportunities, student-made opportunities, internships, and career pathways.

What are other students doing? - Hear presentations from fellow students discussing their experiences working in the “green” arena.

Registration deadline is April 6, 2015

FREE, delicious, sustainable breakfast and lunch!!!